Dear Parents

As per the CBSE directive, the school offers two Languages, English as the 1st Language and an option of Hindi/ Sanskrit/French as the 2nd Language to students upon promotion to Class IX. English, being the medium of instruction is a compulsory language. We offer Hindi (Course ‘B’), French and Sanskrit as options for the second language subject. However, students who pursued French till Class VIII have the option to continue with French language in Class IX and similarly, those students who pursued Sanskrit in Class VIII can also continue with the same language in Class IX.

You are requested to mention clearly the choice of second language opted by your ward in the under mentioned preference slip. The same is to be submitted by Monday, January 21, 2019 to the Class Teacher.

Kind regards

[Signature]
Shalini Bajaj
Head of the School

---- PREFERENCE SLIP FOR SECOND LANGUAGE ----

NAME ___________________________ CLASS/SEC. ____________

Mention any one of these languages – Sanskrit, Hindi or French

Option for Second Language _________________________

Parent’s Signature ___________________________